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News checks on
fall enrollment
By RON CSERBAK
Xnler Newe St•ll Writer

The question whether we're in a
depression or recession may be an
academic one. Yet it is academic institutions like Xavier that especially
feel the brunt of hard times. Unlike
, the booming '60s when Xavier and
other universities wtre being
swamped by applications, special efforts in recruiting are now needed to
keep the enrollment up to its current
level.
The News contacted Rev. J. Peter
Buschmann, Director of Admissions
and Recruiting, and forty non-senior
dorm students to try and get a picture of what next year's enrollment will be, and why.
Unlike previous· recruiting, Fr.
Buschmann is going directly to the

students in the high schools. He is
also sending letters to students who
indicated that Xavier receive their
SAT scores, yet did not· apply. He
has also organized faculty members
under Dr. Roger Fortin to help in
. the recruiting process.
Fr. Buschmann explained that
Xavier can't really expect a big boom
in the ·future because the current
population trend shows there are less
college-aged people now than in the .
sixties. He does hope to at least
maintain the current level. Although
the College of Concinuing Education and Graduate Division are
holding their own financially, the
Undergraduate-Day division is having its troubles.
Photo by BARB VEREB
The News conducted a random
Colorado . Lt. Governor George L. Brown, Chairman of the National
News to page 8 Democratic ~lack Caucus, spoke at Xavier Friday as part of. tt)e Black

The be$t way to beat
·ne~t ·year's tuition hike
could we[I be study in ...

Europ·e
By MARY C. HENKEL
M81'18111ng Editor

One student last year spent only
$100 over the cost of room, board ·
and tuition at Xavier; he enjoyed
nearly six months in Europe and
gained almost a full semester's
academic credits iil six weeks.
This student was a participant in
the highly successful Summer
Program in Austria, a program
sponsored by Xavier's College of
Continuing Education at the Univer-

sity of Vienna in Strobl, Austria. The
program is under the direction of Dr.
Alfred Beige!, Professor of Modern
Languages.
Thirteen students participated in
the first program last year. The official program at the University of
Vienna runs, this year, for six weeks,
July 6 to August 16. During this time
students have the opportunity of
meeting other students and
professors from all. over the world
Europe to page 8

Xavier women
le·arn self defense
By SHANNON FLYNN
X.vler Newt' St•H Writer

Women's Self-defense is taught to
a dozen women in theXavier gym on
Tuesday and Thursday nights.-Linda
Sattem, an instructor from the University of Cincinnati and a.member
of the Women Helping Women
organization, has designed a fifteen
hour course in which she instructs
women on how to use their bodies
effectively in the event of assault.
Ms. Saltern also includes discussions
on the various .legal and psychological aspects of assault and
rape. as well as how a woman can
find help in such a situation.
The aim of the course is to give
assaulted women a choice. Ms.
Sattcm comments, "I'm trying to
give women an option 'to use self
defense ifthev choose to. I'm not telling them tl;ey have to use ·these
techniques each time, because it will
be their life on the line. But women
should have a choice."
At the outset of the course Ms.
Sattcm stresses that assaults on·
women arc illegal. Sl)c tries to instill
confidence in the women, psy-

Awareness Week program. More on the Week's activities can be found on page
2.

Election
dates set
by Senate
By RAY LEBOWSKI
ll•vler N8We Sllllt Writer

After weeks of search, junior Paul
Shaffery was nominated by President Mike McCaffrey to be Elections Chairman at the April 9 Student Senate meeting.
Questioning centered around the
type of ballot and counting m~thods
to be used. In addition to the mandatory public count, a computer
program will be used.for verification
and class breakdowns, at no cost to
the students.
No committee has been named
yet, but Shaffery said he would
"screen for interested students." A
systematic ballot, with rotation of
names, positim;1s, and specialized
class ballots, will be used. Exact
·
Election to page 8

Theolqgy. Dept lets students
help pick. new faculty member
By TRACEY ROBSON
X.vler N•wt 81811 Writer

Let it be recorded that in the Spring of 1975 Xavier students had a
role in one decision-making process
of this University. ·
Fr. Leo Klein, S.J., and the
Theology Department have solicited
the views of ·Xavier undergrads
toward the selection of a new
Theology faculty member.
Prospective candidates for a faculty position in the Theology Department have been interviewed during
the past two weeks. The applicants
have been on campus to meet with
Fr. Klein, Fr. Francis Brennan, S.J ..
Academic Vice-President, and the

Theology faculty.
In addition, part of each candidate's interview included a lecture
given to a "mock-class" of Xavier
students. The class consisted of 13.
undergrads, including Theology majors, Business students, and other
Arts & Science students. Each
"professor-to-be" gave a lecture on a
topic of his choosing. The "class"
listened to the presentation and then
. reacted to it. Following the discussion of the presentation, the students
asked questions of· each applicant
concerning his background, his
academic interests, his classroom
methodology, etc. In addition, the
candidate. was free to question the

chological and physical. The .psychological factor ii; very important.
"It's the woman who responds with
· anger,. not the one who panics, who
usually survives. Statistics show it is
the submissive woman who is victimized the most; next is the woman
who ineffectively resists-for· instance pounding on someone's chest ..
But it's the woman who fights who
usually comes out all right."
The techniques Linda is teaching
are basically the techniques of
"street-fighting.~' She combines the .
unadorned skills of judo and karate
and basic knowledge of vital contact
points. "What I'm teaching isn't fan- ·
cy," she explains. Unlike courses
women study in judo or karate
schools. Linda insists that her.
students work in street clothes. She
feels street clothes are· valuable
because in formal judo and karate
one learns skills using the lapels of
the uniforms.· Also unlike judo and
karnte, which are considered sports,
Linda is trying to give the women a
,
Sta!f_Photo by TOM PETRE
defensive and positive "mind-set."
. ~·You often hear of the black belt Ms. Linda Sattem, self defense instructor for about a dozen Xavier women. ilXavier to page 8 lustrates her point with one of the participants.

· class about different aspects of
Xavier: the Theology department,
student life, and student interests.
Fr. Klein described the use of student evaluations in the selection
process of new faculty as "not just a
token gesture," but rather as
valuable input.
The deans and faculty have always
had a role in such evaluations but Fr.
Kelin feels that the students also
have a vested interest in who will be
teaching them. For this reason, the
st.udent evaluation of each applicant
will be given a good deal of consideration toward the final selection
and appointment of a new faculty
. member.

"Statistics show it is the
submissive woman who is .
victimized the most; next is
the woman who ineffectively resists . . . it's the
woman who 'fights who
usually comes out all
right."

Brown, Bennett featured speakers·

,..

Black Awareness Week pushes education

this.week

of the tools toachievethatfreedom.
Black Cultural Day was
A legacy is anything handed down celebrated with local poets, Bruce
from the past from an ancestor or Walton, Debbie Brock,. and John
predecessor. This definitfon was Chenault. A group of students from
reflected in this year's Black Merry Junior High School perAwareness Week entitled "Legacy in formed interpretive dance.
Other ·programs of the week were .
Black."
·
Psychology
and the Black ComThe week, beginning Sunday,
April 6, and continuing through m unity, Economics, and Politics. Lt.
April 15, consisted of educational Gov. George L. Brown of Colorado
programs which taught about con- spoke on Friday following a press
tributiorui .of Blacks to the culture of conference in the Emery Room.
The annual fashion show entitled
the Western world as well as to
American culture. Most important- "Many Moods of Fashion" was
ly, it made many Blacks a ware of and · presented Saturday, April 12 in the
XU Theatre. This event was followproud of their heritage.
Cincinnati Vice-Mayor William ed by a dance at the University and
Chenault opened the week with a U~ban Affairs Office.
Audiences throughout .the week
ribbon-cutting· ceremony and
proclamation of the week as Black were small, but ·included many outAwareness Week at Xavier. The in- side the Xavier community. "I
itial speaker was Dr. Yosef ben- thought the week as planned by the
Jochannan from Cornell University. AASA was a total success.- ParDr. ben-Jochannan spoke on the ticipation from the whole Xavier
African backgrounds of the Black· Community was a failure," comman in America. He spoke with mented Yvette Asque, a senior and
biblical references and ·historical active participant in the week's
facts that are not generally taught in · events. "I was disappointed by the
turn . out of the Xavier· students,
history and .religion classes.
faculty,
and department heads. The
Monday was Education Day.
Frank Hale Jr., Associate Dean of programs involved subjects relevant
Ohio State's Graduate . School, to all studies and teachers should
spoke on the "Cry for Freedom" and have urged 'their students to attend.
Btack A~areness Week is not just for
th~ importance ·of education as one
By DEBORAH GASTON

in the news

Xnlw Newa llllt Wrltw

compiled by PAUL RANIERI

National Food Day Program ends today
Today. April 17. National Food Day marks the culmination of
Xavier's National Food Day observance which is the largest program
.
.
in the Greater Cincinnati Area.
Capping the four-day event will be talks by Joe Holland, of the .
Center of Concern in Washington, D.C., and U.S. Senator Richard
Clark. Democrat from Iowa.
The program for today consists of;
• 12:30 Bellarmine Chapel, "Value of Fasting: A Christian Perspective"
Rev. Leo Klein, S.J.
·
•1:30 Center Theater
Panel on "World Hunger"
Starvation: What's It Really Like'?" Joseph Piepmeyer, Dietician U.C.
College of Medicine
Practical Solutions to World Hunger", Sr. Mary Putoff, Department
·
of Social Action
"Moral Aspects of Hunger and Poverty",. Rev. Paul O'Brien, MM
_regional director of development, Maryknoll Mission (Bolivian
Ministry)
.
· .
•3:30 Center Theater
"Hunger: Global Holocaust or Global Exodus?'' Joe H91land, Center··
of Concern, Washington D.C. Fulbright Scholar to Chile, 1972-73
•5:00 Liturgy on the Mall
A voluntary fast will be begun. The subsequent savings in money ·will
be used to alleviate local hunger.
•8:00 Center Theater
"The Food Issue: U.S. and World Wide", Senator Richard Clark
Iowa Democrat
· '
The public is invited to all sessions 1;1nd there is no charge.

.Dr. Fortin leads Bicentennial events

Black students. It is to, as said on our.
tormented black flag, 'wake up white
America.'"·
·The lack of support by white
students which was obvious by lack
of attendance, was blatantly
demonstrated last Friday morning in
the burning of the Black flag, and the
posting of a sign petitioning XU's
KKK to "wake up white America."
Many felt that this display was
childish and ignorant.
The president of the AASA, Antonio Johnson, remarked "This action is indicative of excessive type of
fear felt by someone or soine group
of people. They feel that through this
program, black·students will acquire
the knowledge necessary to lessen
the control of whites over blacks.
This incident seems to imply a very
strong sense of old racism, which is
not alien to the Xavier community."
Many black students feel that this
unfortunate event reflects the
feelings of a lot of white students on
campus. Maybe it will serve to show
the administration .that prejudice
and racism is real at Xavier. Miss Asque adds, "This expresses a lot of
views of a lot of people. It's time the
administration. realizes ·that this is
not the 'Christian' 'university they .
think it is. Blacks have realized it for
a long time. I hope they will begin to
listen when blacks speak now. The
problem is real. Ignoring it will not
make it disappear."

Dr. Richard Fortin, Professor of History at Xavier University and.a
leading voice among Bicentennial scholars in this area, will appear
over WL W-T in two more programs in the series entitled "Bicentennial, U.S_.A." Program dates are April 27, "The Republic Today"; and
Overall, Tony Johnson feels that
June I, "America Celebrates." Air time is IO:OO p.m. for each show.
those who took time to attend the
Dr. Fortin will be joined by History Professor Robert Harthe of
programs viewed them as successful
..
Wittenburg University.
Then Make Plenty Of Dough When You. Graduate
in . terms of educational value.
In the last four months Dr. Fortin has spoken on the200thanniver"Many truths that are often ignored
sary of the birth of America at more than a dozen secondary schools in
No one could be dumber than I was In high school. They threw
and ·denied were brought out. The
Greater Cincinnati. Presently he is preparing a social studies-Bicentenme out of three schools and finally just passed nie with a c
audience· ·was provided· the oppor~
nial Manual which may~ used in elementary and secondary scho·ots
because I got too big for the desks. It took six years for -me ·to ·
tunity to gain insight into the Black·
. . finish four years of study.
·.. .
.....
during the years of the Bicentennial celebration.
experience. There were ideas ex;·
. He is al.so a featured speaker at eight Regional Workshops on the
No one could be smarter than I was in college. I made.Straight"
pressed·, . factual and . suggestive,'
B1centenmal sponsored by the American Association for State and
A's - not even one B. - graduated Summa. Cum Laude and·
· which in many cases have been ex~
Local History and by the National Endowment for the Humanities.
,f_lni~hed four _years of study 'In three and a half years with no
cluded·from the regular educational
The workshops provide an intensive two-day program for officials of ·> ._ · ~
r sessions.
curriculum."·
· ··
Bicentennial Commissions, and for trustees and professional staff of - : :: .. ,.~
....::·~ .. . ")d~'t becomfi a greasy grind either. What happened to
The '~ek-long events culminated
both large and small historical societies. Dr. Fortin's talks deal with
. \~i• ·
~.rang the years between high school and college? They
Tuesd;tY.. -'Yith a lecture by Lerope
the essential meaning of the American Revolution today.
. · ·:"!'
and remove any tumor. Yet, now I found time to play
Bennett; Jr;, historian, author, and·
In the fall of 1975 Professor Fortin will also be directing a Teachers'
~
~.~~op~. or evening and still make nothing but A's..
·
Seni~~. E_ditor of Ebony Magazine .
._ ·::· ... , . . ol)~g,e.~newspaper wrote me up. A copy of the a!1icle Is in
Institute on the Bicentennial at Xavier University.
· Mr. Bennett was sponsored by the
. tl~e~'.~ook.•:Oo you want to get ~s wise as.I did? You can. You've
AASA.. a'fong with .the Ohio Blaclc
Junior women to-honor senior women
._p~:t>~~1y·got.a head start on me. I'm sure you didn't take six years
c·a~d t~r~e sc~~ols to finish four years of high school.
.
Politicai'Assembly. Standing room
The women of the Junior Class invite the women o( the Senior cla\\.
,~~.ow I wouldn't expect you to read a textbook as thick and.dry
was aritfoipated .for this dynamic
to the 1975 Strawberry Breakfast honoriitg the graduating Senidt~~
a~)ome of that stuff you'll have to wade through in college; I tell ··
women to be held on April 27, 1975.
'
.;_
\·.. ~:_,·, ·
speake<.·
you how to do what I did in 64 pages. You can read It 1n·one even.;
If there are any questions concerning the breakfast, please.bQntaet ·. ' ·
Why: Black Awareness Week?·
Ing. And I put an interesting color cover on the book sc>you could
.,
Joyce Seifert at the Student Development Office 745-3201. . ·,::~~-.President,.
Tony· J ohrison, views it.as
•,
'\:
::took at it and dream when you didn't feel like studying. ·1f yoo're
Pictures wanted tor Handbook
,..,_ '\~'' .;. · like me, that's most of the time. (No nudle cover -1 was afraid the··· necessary for blacks to educate, to·
instill· pride, and .to give direction to·
··
· ·
Students 3:re being asked to volunteer pictures taken by thems~~~iit~;~~ :: · school papers wouldn't accept my ad.)
their -lives.· It is necessary for whites,:
So
now
we've
got
your
good
grades
out
of
the·
way
or
will
have
to be cons1der_ed for. use in next year's Student Handbook~'~' '
to show, them that blacks con
after you r~ad the. book. And we've got your parents happy··
Pho~ographers whose pictures are used· will receive a credit line.
tributed and will continue to con
because
they
thought
that
)IOU
never
would
graduate
..
Oh;
you
·
Pictures should be turned in to Mary Lou Gist at the information
tribute to American life.
were smart enough all right b1,1t the school you went to was just·no
desk by May 15. They should be in an envelope on which their name
..
. · ....
good. .
. ·
·· has been clearly marked.
.
.
Now we've go~ to make you happy. Show you how to get a job or ·
go Into business for yourself after you graduate; So we cut a thirty .·.
minut~ cassette on bosses, employees, big companies and small
In good times when jobs are plentiful and bad times when they ar~
Oranfe
scarce.
·
I almost forgot to tell you. I made Straight A's in the bread
department too. I work about one year in three, have been tn
.Breen Lodge ....
many businesses, among them real estate, stocks, commodities,
Brown Baa
gold, silver,-and breeding race horses. I fly my own plane, travel
this week
all over the world and llve In a five bedroom, three bath house.In
the best estate section of Miami.
Interested enough to read· my book and listen to my cassette?
You can buy both for $12.00 or either one alone foi' $7.00. And by
the way, do you wonder how I got a pu!:>lisher to handle the book
and cassette? I own the company.
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4 W. l'OURTH
TRl-COUSTY CENTER
KESWOOD PLAZA
HYDE PARK SQUARE

editors and do nol represent the views of the ad·
ministration, faculty, end student body of Xavier
unless speclllcally stated.
·
The Nawa Is published weekly during lheschool
year except during vacation and examination
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
45207. Subscrlptionsare$5.00peryear. TheNawa
was entered as second class matter October 4,
1946, al lhe Post Ollice of Cincinnati, Ohio unde·r
The Xavlw Nawa Is the official student the Act of March 3, 1879.
Letters submitted to the New1 for publication
newspaper 01 ·xavler Universily. The articles, pie·
lures. and formal are the responsibility of lhe must carry signature and address of writer.
Page 2
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DON'T
STRIKE OUT
tune
into all.

XAVIER VARSITY
HOME
BASEBALL GAMES
on

WVXU-FM
Stall ...... ·............. : ••• ; Gordon Barta!,
Frank .Bernardi, Richard Burke, Jerry Cox, Ron
Cs~rbak, SteveCummlngt, Shannon Flynn, K•lhy
Folio, .Jack Franckhau1er, Pat Freeley; DebOrah
Gaston, BUI Hall, Bob Hinkley, Frad JorgenHn,
Boone Kirkman, Mary Knight, Ray Lebowakl, Pat
Lynch, Kevin McGraw, Steve Moser. Tom Petre,
Marcia Pleacla, Tim R1n11ghan, Tracey Robton,
Stan Saunier, Dan Schick, Rill Schoenfeld, John
Schuler, Diane Senln111, Millon Sprowl, Gayle
Slayton, Bruno Stegmoyer, John Stevie, Jim
··
Tallmadge, Don Theis, Jo~n Woolard.
Xavier NeWI

The new Athenaeum: literary and artistic. advances
Through special arrangement with work of laying out the magazine. .photoed and drawn feet repeated on Enzweiler's gentle command of
language and image are apparent in
Reporter Typographies, formerly One or · two pages appear a bit · page 4, the staff exhibits true layout
Man911ng EdHor
managed by Xavier alumnus. Dick cluttered, possibly the result of a sur- ingenuity. The page to-I I.spread isa 'the simplicity and power of "Love."
Kathleen McCormick, a freshman
Bird and now by Ruth Schay, the plus of good material to attempt to good example of clean, airy and unThe promises of a new and ex- typography bill for this first edition squeeze into 22 pages. But in such ified layout.
'contributor, works with a haunting,
An example of the crew's own arciting Xavier magazine have been of an expanded Athenaeum was not "mirror tricks" as the one played
perhaps ominous, metaphor of imtistry is the clever juxtaposition . minent death in her untitled poem,
well met in the 1975 Athenaeum, fully paid by Xavier. Photography
reproduction costs, particularly, ran
of Lindley Weikert's photographed page 9.
now being distributed.
train tracks with Greg Degenhardt's
In its twenty-two pages of pic- high.
And on page I, startled readers,
"The Sound": Degenhardt's impres- we have a short poem by Eugene R.
torial and literary art, both serious
The allotted $600 budget for the
sion of "the strong sound"
and light themes are represented; · Athenaeum is simply inadequate.
Gryniewicz!
what might be apparent only to Though Reporter absorbed· an apoverwhelming his consciousness is
Photo series by Rich Laginess and
Xavier insiders is that a variety of proximate $200 loss on the magazine
allied by the layout with the roar of
Greg Leisner, John Stevie's bai:k
. an oncoming train-an appropriate
student contributors, faculty and this year, Xavier will not be able to
cover and Joe Bertke's on the front,
alumni are also represented in expect this charity from these
and suggestive complementarity·.
The Athenaeum may be a bit long and the distinctive contributions of
Athenaeum's pages. Co-editors Greg generous business people again. The
Carol Jacober are among the
on sci-fi prose, but on the whole it is
Leisner (Prose and Poetry) and production of another Athenaeum
notable visuals.
Carol Jacober (Art) have brought like this Athenaeum will absolUtely
an intelligent blend of elegant and
the magazine a long way from it.s require a bigger budget. Those pleashumorous, of the stylized and the
days as a half-size compendium of ed with this year's magazine must
comfortably familiar.
To obtain copy of the Athenaeum
. mostly poetic work, largely written · hope (or help!) to see that more fi:mSpecial praise is due to a few outstanding pieces among the many fine (and numbers are limited), visit the
and.read by a rather small group of ding is obtained.
works. Cynthia Savage imbues her circulation desk in McDonald
Such unavoidable technicalities
campus literati.
A look behind the scenes at a dif- aside, the 1975 Anathaeumstandsto
intimate "untitled vision" with a ·Library, the Hearth Room in the
ficult situation that has affected the delight the eye and the imagination with T.P. McGurrin's page I poem, lovely style .and correct note of afternoon, the University Center In1975 Athenaeum reveals· a real of its public.. Joyce Schreiber and the cross and the crossed girders ris- ·drama, akin to those which grace her formation Desk after 5:00 p.m., or
problem for the 1976 publication. Joy Schuerman contributed to the ing from wreckage (page 2), and the own appearances on the stage. Joe call Greg Leisner at 745-3159.
MARY HENKEi.

•••
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Players
end s-easo.n·
with '.'Guys
and Dolls"·
For their final production of the
1974-75 season, the Xavier Players
will present Guys and D9/ls, a
musical fable of Broadway. Based on.
story and characters by· Damon
Runyon, the show takes place iii the
New York City of the late 1940's.
The story was adapted int()diatogue
by Jo Swerling and Abe.Burrows,
w~th song lyrics and music by Frank
Loesser. The production is directed
by Otto K.vapil, Artistic Director of
the Xavier · players. Performances
will be held on May 2, 3, 4, 9,.and 11
8:00 'p.m., and on May 10 at 3:00
p.m. All performances will be in the
University Center Theatre on
Ledgewood Drive.
The story concerns a group of ·
New York 1ambl.ers and their ladyfl'iends, who spend their time with
each other or at the crap pme. They
all look up to Nathan Detroit, who
runs "The Oldest Established Per:·
manent Floating Crap Game in New
York". Detroit will be played by Ken
. Renner, a sophmore Theatre.major
who has been involved in every
Xavier Players' production since Oh .
Kay/ last year, as well as performing
in Cincinnati's Children's Theatre.
Nathan Detroit has been engaged for
· fourteen years to Miss . Adelaide
Adams, who is the "star "!£!0~1ner"

a

af

For THURSDAY, APRIL 17
Auto Mechanics Course. 2:30 at
Breen Lodge.
Clef Club. Tour begins.
Food Week. Activities all day.
Birthright Blood Drive.
International Festival 9-6, University Center Lobby.
Self Defense Class. Sixth floor
lounge, Kuhlman at 9:30.
~ For FRIDAY, APRIL 18
~ Senior Gatheri·ng at Schot
·.··•·· ~ Residence, 7:30 to 11 :00 p.m., beer
"t ~ and chips.
·
XU Players. Three One-act plays ..
Jr. Class Prom. Schueler's Ballroom
9-1.
French Club. "Cultural Meeting,",
Breen Lodge.
Sky Masterson.( Kevin Kreitzer) tries to persuade Sarah Brown (Liz McGuire)
Spring Mall Carnival. l-4:30 p.m.
to go to Havana, as part ot the Xa~ler Players' production Guys and Dolls:
Debate. 7-9 in the Regis Room.
at the illustrious ff Qt Box_nigJ:tt clu~, · Kohlmann will portray Sar~h
Mils .Adelaide will be played by Brown's grandfather Arvide Aber- For SATURDAY, APRIL 19
Donna Dube, a senior majoring in nathy. Charlotte · Strayhorne will All Night Film FestiYal. 9:30 in the
Theatre who was this year's presi- play the Save-a-Soul mission's Kuhlman Lounge.
dent of the Xavier Players.
General Matilde B. Cartwright.
Resident Set Designer Dennis
.Through the course of the story
one encounters the hig~betti~g Sky Hunsicker has been working on esMasterson (played. by Kevin tablishing the atmosphere of
Kreitzer) who aceepts a bCt to take. Broadway during the '40s.
·
Three student-directed one-act
the innocent Sarah Brown of ihe
Will Sarah Brown go to Havana plays will be presented this weekend
Save-a-Soul mission to Havana, with Sky Masterson? Will Nathan in the University Center Theatre by
Cuba for the weekend. ·
Detroit and Miss Adelaide ever get the xavier · Theatre Workshop.
Other mell)bers of the cast include married? And most of all, what will
The plays include " ...Through the
Jerome Quatman as Nicely-Nicely become of the big crap game? The Valley of the Shadow," written and
Johnson, Paul Klingenberg as Ben- . answer to these questions 'is Guys directed 'by senior Charlotte
ny Southstreet, and Frank Kelley as and Dolls. The story is told best by Strayhorne.
Harry the Horse,· all of whom fre- the production itself, and an enDennis Buck directs ..... But She
q~ent Natha~ Detroit's,cr!lp game. joyable evening of entertainment is
Breaks Just Like A Little Girl," a
Blll Braun will portray L1eutenant guaranteed.
series of cuttings from contemporary
Brannigan of the New York Police ·
--Jorce Schreiber American drama dealing with the
Department, . and Michael

!'
l

!

XU Players, Three One_-act Plays.
Baseball. XlJ vs. Cincinnati, Home.
Old Timers Dance. 9-1 a.m. in the
Cafeteria, $7.00 per couple. Tickets
available at 745-3454 or 521-5551.
(Previously announced for April 26).
For SUNDAY, APRIL 20
XU Players. Three One-act Plays.
For MONDAY; APRIL 21
General Faculty Meeting. Cash
room at J:30 p.m.

For TUESDAY, APRIL 22
Debate Meeting. Regis Room at
1:30 p.m.
Sailing Club Meeting. Fordham
room, 7-9 p.m.
Spring Tennis Tourney
Baseball. XU vs. Thomas More,
· 3:30, O'Conner Field.
For WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
Danforth Brown Ba1 Lunch. J:30 at
Breen Lodge.·

XU Workshop presents one acts
life-roles of women.
.. New Moon in the Sky" was
written and directed by Tom Flynn
. and set in the post-apocalyptic world
first introduced to Xavier in WVXU's radio drama ..The Long Night of
Terror" last May.
·The plays will be given in the
Theatre on Friday, April 18, at 1:30
and 8:00 pm, on Saturday, April 19,
at 8;00 pm, and on Sunday, April 20,
at }:00 pm.

IS. ROCKl.N
AND ROLLIN BACK TO·
T~E SO's•••• THURSDAY
APRIL 24th
8:00 PM-_ UNTIL ·2:00 AM
ADMISSION $1.00
FREE IF IN SO's COSTUME

"THE HOP IS BACK"
. llottl~d-~nder the ~th-;,:ity-~Tfh~- C-~c-0--Co·I~ ·co~-P~-;,yby The Coco-Colo.Bottiing w-;;~~pO'ny, -Cincinnati
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Murphy finds hi's job as
XU baseball "quarterback"
By TOi\I l'SllER
Sports Editor

Stall photo by PAT SAYRES

Xavier pitcher Kevin Lyons makes his move to.first baseman Fred Schmerge in an attempt to pick off a Wright State
baserunner in last Monday's game. The Muskies eventually won the game.
·

Face More, UC this week

Kickers split opening games
·rol\I

HESSKAMP

Xavier News Stall Writer

On Friday. April I I. Coach Bob
"Detmar" McKinney's booters
.ope·ned their spring soccer season
against 1-75 rival. University of
Davton. with a 3-0 loss.
At a glance. the players on the
field were the same ones we saw this
past fall. However. a newcomer. Al
;,Wolfman" Ricks .. started in the
nets: The Muskies played the
familiar 3:3_4 defense which worked
well until UD midfielder John Bengo
scored from 17 yards out in the first
period of play.
The goal did not ruffle the Muskie
defense as it repeatedly kept the
pressure off goaltenders Al Ricks
and A.J. Moebius.
The second period of play
revealed a lot of what the Muskies
are made of. A noticeable improvement in individuai sk'ills ca used a few

Dayton errors which turned into XU penalty area. The kick, taken by leftbreakaways. Joe "the Rocket" winger Ralph Dunnigan. was strong
Rozier (check his hood ornament) but high. This sent the alrea'dy rowdy
thrilled the rowdy Muskies in the · fans to Dana's for another battle of
stands with two long breakaway- rowdiness .
The game, although a loss, did
which were to no avail as the Flyer
show coach McKinney what.he has.
defense clamme.d up.
In the same period. UD forward The coach did stress that, admittedMark Bowes scored on a pass · ly. team skills were not what they
centered to him from the left wing, should be. "This is because all spring
and the period ended with Dayton we have been working_ on individual
improvement. Also, this was the first
·
up 2-0.
The third and fourth periods were time we have had eleven men playing
sloppily played by both teams. XU's together as a unit this spring,"
lackof"togetherness"showedas UD McKinney said.
McKinney was much more elated
kept the ball in the Muskie half
Saturday afternoon as the Muskies
almost exclusively.
defeated the Western Hills Wildcats,
This pressure paid off as Dayton a· local men's team (featuring our
scored its final goal and shot by mid- own Doc Simon), 5-0. · · '·· .· ·
fielder Joe Middleton, making it 3-0.
The next XU outing is Saturday,
The final Musketeer chance for a April 19. against the University of
score came in fourth fifteen-minute Cincinnati. See you there, along with
on a kick following a handball in the eleven together Muskies.

A year and a half ago Tim Murphy
was ihc backup quarterback on the
XU foo!ball squad behind Tim
Dvdo. He can be best remembered
ro;· trotting into each Muskie huddle
with the play from the bench. then
scampering back' to the sideline
before the play ever began. Murphy,
in fact. was in training for the
quarterback job this year, but
because of a certain decision by the
trustees in a smoke-filled room, it
wasn't to be.
So "Murph" switched sports this
year and last Tuesday it all paid off
when Murphy hurled a orie-hit
shutout over Thomas More. 9-0.
Commenting on his switch to
baseball. the 6'1", 190-lb. junior
from Covington, Kentucky, said, "I
hadn't played baseball 'since high
school and when I came out for XU's
team, I aked Coach Wolff where he
thought I could do best. He
suggested I try pitching and I gave it
a try."
Last fall, "Murph" finished with a
1-1 record and a 3.85 ERA. all in
relief. But with the poor showings
on the mound by the XU hurlers this
spring, he was selected to get the
starting assignment against the
Rebels of Thomas More a week ago
. at O'Connor Fielcl. Murphy
respo.nded by striking four and walking three. in his one-hit performance.
When the Muskies went on top 6-0
after four innings, he really began to
crank it up; by retiring twelve Rebels
in a row, and seventeen out of the
last 18 Rebel hitters. Thomas More's·

only hit came off the. bat of pitcher
John Wehage, when Wehagesingled
up the middle in the second frame. ·
The \Vin upped Murph's record to 20. and lowered his ERA to .2.67.
Commenting on his success,
Murphy said, "What has· really
helped me is my change-up. I used to
work with just a fastball and curve,
but now I can slip a changeup in
there occasionalr'v."
Murphy wasn't the complete story
in XU's burial of T.M. 9-0. Cocaptain Ste:ve Jost worth went 4 for 5,
with two ·RBis~ Jim Janszen tripled
in one, Roy Troxell singled and
tripled with two RBis, and Fred
Schmerge went 3 for 4 with a RBI.
Outside of Murphy's one-hitter,
the pitching has been quite erratic.
Last fall the team ERA stood at 2.84,
but this spring that figure has
jumped to a 5.64 mark.
Hillcorps Aces Bill Krumpelbeck
and Kevin Lyons both took it on the
chin over the weekend, as the
• Muskies were bumped out quickly in·
the Miami Invitational Tournament.
Thursday, Lyons saw his record slip
•to 1-3 at the hands of Wright State 51: and Friday Miami nipped Bill
Krumpelbeck 6-5, as Krumpelbeck
has now lost three times this spring
without a victory. This double scoop
loss in Oxford dropped the
Musketeer spring record to 4-9. XU
· hitting ·continues to be excellent
though, as the Muskie hitters are
swinging at a 280 clip.
This Saturday at I :00, Cincinnl\ti
comes over to the Big X to play a
double-header. This will be the only
time the squads meet this spring.

Sailors seventh, rugby wins
Xavier finished seventh out of a
fleet of fourteen in The Kenyon
Regatta this weekend. First ·place
honors went to Ohio Wesleyan with
Wooster and Bowling Green
finishing second and third respectively. Other powerhouse contenders
included Indiana, Miami and Notre
Dame. U.C. finished ninth.
·
For the Muskies, Mike Bognar
skippered "A" division with Dave
~erbe as crew. In gusting winds on

Tennis
Ware House
322 E. Third Street
651-LOVE

THE LARGEST AND
MOST
COMPLETE ONE STOP
TENNIS SHOP IN TOWN
Grand Opening
Thru April - C'mon
Down and Help Us Celebrate!!!

Saturday, they were finishing in the
top third of the fleet .. Tim Cusick
skippered "B" division on Saturday
with Steve Fadar as crew. Freshman
Steve Fadar skippered "8" Sunday
with Cusick as crew~ In the last race
of the regatta Fadar t6ok his first
win of his collegiate career. Coach
Tom Grogan feels that the team is
advancing well and will show much
improvement in the coming season.

.

***

The Xavier Ruggers upset an experienced University of Dayton side
Saturday 8-0 at Corcoran field.
Scrim half John McGoff scored
twice for Xavier on runs of I Sand 20
yards each. The Muskies kicking
game was off as both conversion·
attempts failed.
A strong defensive performance
by Xavier's pack, captained this year
by Jim Donlin, shut, off Daytons
offensive attack the entire. match.
The Ruggers have held their last
three opponents scoreless, and take
on Miami University Saturday April
19 at Oxford.
·
The rugby club practices every
Tuesday and Thursday evenings
from 8-10 at Corcoran. field.

CHIROPRACTIC

T;.
·
.

A Dynamic and ·
Rewarding Career

~,~

''c

The Need For More Doctors Of Chiropractic is Increasing

.

.

For information on career ~pportunities within the Chiropractic
Profession fill in and mail to: Chiropractic Career, Hamilton County
Chirc;ipractic Association, Suite 207, 10948 Reading Road, Cincinnati,
Ohio, 45241.

NAME •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••
ADDRESS:

STREET. , • , , • , ; , , • , , , , , •·• , • , • , • , , ·• , , • , • , , , , • , ,

CITY •••••••.••••••••••••••• ZIP •••• , ••••••••

From one beer· lover to another.•
THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226
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XU bowling
tourney enters
second week

Xavier women b~gin first
tennis season with 3-3tie against Edgecliff team

The first weekend of the third annual Xavier University Intercollegiate Bowling Tournament has
just passed and with outstanding
bowling by most of the bowlers.
Four teams, Capitol. Eastern Kentucky. Morehead. and the' Xavier
Blue Team. rolled.
In' the team event Morehead came
out on lop as leader with a team total
of 2996: XU was second with a 2808;
Eastern Ky. was third with a 2657.
and Capitol had an even 2600.
The tournament will run another
weekend. April 18-19, al Stone's on
Montgomery Road. Why not go see
some o( the best colleges in the
country bowl'!

'i

Managl.ng Editor

Still photo by PAT SAYRES

Top-rated ·Xavier singles player Kathy Powers fires a serve to her
Edgecliff opponent in last week's match. Ms. Powers won, but the
team had to settle for a 3-3 tie overall.

Kim Kukelski in second and third ~f
spots. Play between teams consists·
of matches between each team's first ~ ·
player, second player, and so on.
with teams for doubles similarly
rated and matched.
· .. ·
A home game against Northern
Kentucky State is slated for 2:30 on rii~
·~¥
April 15; another home-court t/I(
meeting with Mt.· St. Joseph will
take place on April 23 at 4:00. The liflj
following four matches will be
played away. They are: April 24,. ':JI
Thomas More; April 28, Northern· "'1
Kentucky State; May 6, U niversityi
of Cinciitnati; and May I 7, Wright!':
State.
'
The first Women's IC Tennis
Team was actually formed in the fall
of this school year, but only practiced
then in anticipation of their firstr:
playing season, now underway. Barb 1
Spaeth and Connie Deckebach as
first team for doubles, and Jane
Schweer and Kathy Sutton as se-'
cond team, round out the eight-I
woman roster.
:. '

s.:

The Xavier Women's Intercollegiate Tennis Team is two games
into its first season .. On April 10, a 33 tie with Edgecliff resulted from the
team's first match, played on the
home courts.
The Women's Tennis Team, unlike the Men's, plays its home
matches on Xavier's own courts"
Coach Jim Brockhoff feels this will
help the team to become more widely
recognized on campus as it starts
out.
In three singles matches and two
double matches with University of
Dayton on Saturday, April 12,
Xavier's women lost their first away
game 3-2.
The remaining six matches on the
team's schedule "look tough" according to Barb Lechleiter, fourth
player for singles. Kathy Powers is
first-rated singles contender on the
team, with Mary B!!th Butler and

For the first time in three years we
have added a women's division,
which will enter the tournament
also. The schools that have entered
women's teams include Marshall,
Bowling Green, West Virginia &
Ohio Wesleyan.
Starting time this coming
weekend will be at 12:00 on Saturday, and IO:OO on Sunday. This is
believed to be the biggest schoolhosted tourname'nt in the Midwest.

·.1

By MARY C. HENKEL

<;;
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Service with a smile for
9-lovin·g years.
ALL

IN THE STUDENTS BUDGET
TRY US AND BE CONVINCED

Quality Home Made Food
at· MEIR'S PLACE

april

I

l

i

:J!h2S

HOT CORNED BEl!:lo" ... , ......~...... t.30
HOT NEW YORK PASTRAMl ........:1.30
HOT ROAST BEEF ................... t.:IO
TURKEY -WHITE MEA'I ........... ..
CHICKEN MLAD ..................... 1.10
LOX 'N' CREAM atEESE,

CHOPPED CHICKEN LIVF.R •• m . . 1.10
VIENNA SALAMI ...... ·- - ............1.10

swass cemsE .......................... :70
EGfi SALAD ............................. .80
VIENNA JUMBO HOT DOG ••• • •• ••65
mit kraut
VIENNA HOT DOG..; ... ~·•••••••••• . .80
smothered mit slaw
;}
PEANUT DUTTER 'N' JO.L\' ••••• ,:!I)

BAGEL •••••• .; ••• - ••• 1.70
tcmato. onion, olive
n.JNA SALA0 ......................... 1.10
white meat imported

SPECIALS~
THE
n1 CHICAGO

t:f:tr

---

Ui MEIR'S SPECIAL

1111 OYADIA

THE OIIGINAL & Oil Y
OW NII 9 YIAIS •

SPECiAL

Vienna Salami. Melted 1.25
NEW YORK REUBEN Swiss
Cheese. Big Oli·:e
Corned Beef, Melted Swiss I & O
,
..
MANHATTAN
SPECIAL
Cheese, Sauer Kraut
•

Hot Roast Beef. Torreto.

l50
,.. PHILADELPHIA SPECIAL
Comed Beef. Pastrami.
1.50
'Slaw

Slaw and Russian Dressing

,.. IROADW AY SPECIAL
New York Pastrami. Swiss
Ch....,. T·omato. Onion.
'Russian Dressing

1JO

\~i;J~
\_~~~~/0
~"~

,,.&\:

.·

.

Chopped Chicken Livers.
Vienna Salami. Tomato

, .. TIMES SQUARE SPECIAL
Vienna Jumbo Hot Dog.·
Melted Swiss Cheese.
Big Olive

COMBINATIONS
corned Beef & Paatrami........ ,_.l.60
The Fa1111er special-••.. ~·····- ..

Universify Ce.n}e.v- - 'sri/I'

.80

i.50
corned Beef & swi81S CbPese. -···- 1.50
corned Beer & Creamed Ecg .... ~ .... 1.50

corned aeef & Chopped

chicke·n Ll\'ers .......... - ... - ••••". t.50

Soups, Salads, Sandwiches, Desserts .. Beer, Wine, ~d
'

l.50

.

M

Sort Drinks

w•:

AKE PROUD TO SF.RVF. \'OU Vl~NA Si\USAm•:S AND Hl•:f:F. ALL OllR 1-'AMOt;S SANDWIC'IU:S
Plll-:PARf:D ON SPECIAL BAKl-:D R'n~ OR KIUSI' FRF:NC'H ROLl,s MIT KO~ER PICKLE.

Carry out Phone 821-3654
172 Reading Road

DID YOU

KNOW.~.
CREDIBILITY

4055 Executive Park Drive, Suite 313
Sharonville,· Ohio 45241

Phone 563·6600 (day or niaht) OFFICE HOURS:
6:00 to 9:30, Mon. to Fri.; 10:00 to 6:00 Saturdays

. Most people have heard only bad reports about matching or computer-dating
agencies. In convast to those responsible for this we are offering athorough, high·
integrity, non-profit matching service for non-married people of all ages. The
TOTAL cost, including everything, is only $30 for the first year, and $10 per year
thereafter, (rather than the fees of hundreds of dollars typical for this area).
It takes time to convince some people that our service would·do more for them
than they can do for themselves. (logically this should be obvious, provided we
have a large membership.) With normal ways of meeting people, satisfying
relationships will develop only for the fortunate few. (Consider'the number ofter~
minated relationships.)
·
Thus we have provided an opportunity for efficient, intelligent dating, basically
matching epople who satisfy each others' needs and desires, (allowing the greatest
happiness in relationships with the least cost in time and money in establishing
themJ
·
Urlda~,

April 17, 1975

C,OBNEB OF G.ALaBAITR ••• BEADING.ORIO
Br1.Su n.-T hu11. 11 a.m. to I a.m. Fri-lat. lla.m. to 2a.m.

Here are some of our strong points:
•Credibility (our name) is a trvly non·proflt corporation (i.e. a public service organization).
•Our cost 1s exceplionally low :..s30 for the first year and $10 per year thereafter. (No lower that we know oO.
•We have spent a year with much professional a~sistance to create a highly efficient and valid matching system. The
whole idea is NOT to supply dates' to lonely people fwho may be lonely for good reason?), but ti provide the chance to meet
many people desirable to each applicant fwhich would be statistically nearly impossible by "conventional" ways of meeting
people).
• This matching 1s made possible by a complu questionnaire and a suitable personality inventory which allows each
aoohcant to be as strmient or exacting in requirements fora prospective 111rtner. as desired This m11ns tucllf wfllt ii
sars. Referrals to. P•Olllt not m11tin1 lht rtquirtmtnts of 11ch 1pplicant s1mplf won't occur.
•We supply with our detailed referrals (supplyint1 many pertinentdet1ils) two pictures of each prospective parlner,onea
portrait and the other a full (standing) picture to eliminate misrepresentations of hei11ht and weight, and to provide the
necessary information ol "what the person looks like."
•We furth~r requue personal interviews of allapphcants llJ better ensure hlinesty ol responses to questionnaire and per.
sonahty inventory data.
,,
•Two thirds refund ot initial lee is returned to any applicant not satisfied with our service, within the first eight months of
use of the service.·
.
•We have a very accessible location, located in the 111,e, white office buildin11sol heculive Park at the intersection of I·
275 and Route 42 (the Mason·Sharonv1lle uilj.
·

Our procedure for membership is as follows: All you need do is supply your name, address
and phone number, and indicate that you wish to have us send you the forms. We send you
our detailed questionnaire along with the psychological inventory· and let you evaluate our
- capability yourself. If you wish to become a subscriber, you should fill in the information on
the automatically-scored answer sheets, and niail them back to us in the stamped, self,
·addressed envelope. (If you do not use them, you should return them to us.) .
Phone us for further information. (There is no obligation, as was mentioned.I AU cafls are
treated coniidenllally. It you call during non·office hours, we will return your call

Eclitor.1·
JOHN LECHLEITER

MARY C. HENKEL

ANITA BUCK
PAUL RANIERI
RICHARD LAGINESS
XAVIER UNIVERSITY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
THURSDAY. APRIL 17. 1975

Food for thought

(jbinion

Today, April 17, is National Food Day, the culminatio.n a~ Xa~ler
of four days' programs dealing with nutrition and foo~ d1stribut1~:>n.
It is well, as individuals and as a nation, that we examine our eating
habits and their economic and moral implications.
America is the most amply-fed country in the world, but we are
not, on the whole, well-fed. There is a shockingly high'.incidence <_>f
malnutrition. among the middle- and upper- soc1o-econom1c
· brackets as well as the poor; This is due chiefly to ignorance; t~e m?st
healthful foods are often the cheapest-beans, whole grams, mseason fruits and vegetables-properly prepared. The problem is
junk foods-soft drin~s, chips, candies, fatty meats: su~ary cereals,
etc.-which are expensive, fattening, and co~tam httle or no
nutritional value. Worse, they are highly wasteful: 1t takes ten pounds
of grain protein, for example, to produce one pound of meat, and
land used for our enormous sugar intake could be turned ~o_f ~od
crops. With 40 million people dying o~ starvation every year, 1t 1s immoral to continue feeding our faces m the manner we do ..
We are. responsible. not simply because our brothers and sisters are
dying-which Heaven knows should be ~ore than~nough reaso~ for
anyone-but also because we are deeply involved m that ~tarvat1on.
Affluent America "imports many cash crops from Third .world
countries-inedibles such as tobacco, tea, sugar, coffee-which ~re
grown on land that could just as easily gro:-v food ~or local inhabitants. We import fruit and beef from Latin America. We feed
78% of all humanly edible grain, and half the world's fish catch, to our
livestock. There would be plenty of food for everyone if America and
other industrialized nations were not gobbling it up. Of course the
Third World hates us; we use food as a weapon, sending it to those on
our side, cutting or withholding it from those who do ~ot play our
way. Significantly, we are exporting less food than we did ten years
ago.
.
.
What can we do? Primarily, we must cut our consumpt10n, reducing our intake of beef or eliminating meat entirely. Explore protein
combination and utilize alternative food sources-garden, shop at a
farmers' market, join a cooperative. Avoid the middlep~rson a~d its
resultant packaging and profit ma.rgin. Do not buy JUnk;
agribusiness is indeed a business, and will not manufacture prod~cts
for which there is little demand. Ignore (leople who say a) that cutting
down accomplishes no good unless everyone does;. orb) that ~utting
down will not benefit the Third World unless there 1s an orgamzed effort to get the surplus to them. These people are voices of the system
that has gotten us into this mess: if no one cuts down because others
do not then no one ever will cut down. Be assured that many people
are exploring alternatives, preferring them to their original life.styles.
Do organize, if organization is in your nature, or donate savmgs to·
existing ones. Investigate the Food Day literature for addresses and
purposes.
Become aware of the situation! We have been gorging ourselves,
flinging the scraps at the Third World. Shall we not invite our world
brethren to table with us?

A. telling vision
Sometimes going to Xavier is like watching daytime T. V. Every
year, after increases have risen'about as high as the $/0,000 Pyramid,
you have to stop and see if the Price is Right for at least one more
year.
·
Paying the money would not be such an agonizing burden, but you
usually end up putting your sanity in Jeopardy before the Money
Maze is finally solved.
Choosing classes is no picnic either. After much Concentration and
a lack of valid teacher and content evaluations you enter into a game
of Match, Treasure Hu~t. Joker's Wild, To T.ell the Truth, and Truth
or Consequences. As would be expected, if you miss the Jackpot
and you lose the Gambit you've ended up with a Romper Room, A
New Zoo Revue or Captain Kangaroo. Having lost your money, your
only chance of salvaging any respectability is to ask the teacher
pleadingly, Let's Make a Deal. No wonder a Lov~ qf Life and a
questing Search for Tomorrow are turned by our education systems
into Dark Shadows and The Young and the Restless.
However, beneath the extrinsic level there lurks within daytime TV
and Xavier the dangerous philosophy of immediacy. Everyday we are
innundated with immediate concerns and are told by television commercials to solve them quickly. Solutions to problems in our computer age have to follow immediately. Television, with its shows
depicting conflicts and resolutions in a half-hour or hour program,
and the business and political worlds which condone instant gain at
almost any price, have helped to wear thin the virtue of patience.
Game shows and daytime dramas only serve to promote one immediate concern, the self. Chuck Barris, creator of numerous game
shows, readily admits that without greed, game shows would.never
get off the ground. He apprehensively has ~ondered how far people
would go on a game show if they played on the very limits ~f greed.
The concern with the self has to be put aside when overiding concerns· become evident. Still, students want lettuce while farm workers
starve. Fasting and giving the money to the poor is a good idea, but
I'm htmgry around 4:30. Dedicated student leaders are told they are
unwanted because they may win a future election. Ecological concerns arc l'i nc. but I still want to dri've my car overto the field house for
exercise or to go up to Twin Fair. Sure Xavier needs more library support, the dorms need painting, the science departments need equip-

ment, and courses should be proper(vevaluated, b.ut the budg~t co'!1mittee has to cut somewhere. Yes, it would be nice for a umvers1ty
president and its board of trustees to put for~hanactive e~fort to ~eet
with and understand TODA Y'S student's concerns, but time and Jobs
just don't permit such/rivolities.
. .
So the imbalance continues. Rarely, does a future overal~ v~s1on
win priority over immediate wants. Gi".en a continuance ~fth1s s1tu~
tion, all puns aside, Xavier will pass f~om The E~g~ of Night to obhvion. The cause will not be where Xavier has trad1t1onally been looking, the pocketbook, but the wound will be in the back caused by such
knives as apathy, a lack of course quality, and a la~k of concern for
bill-paying students who will choose to watch their TV elsewhere.
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The editors: left to right, Ranieri, Henkel, Sayres, Buck, and Lechleiter.
ing: Laginess and Usher.
·
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Transition
This issue of the Xavier News marks the end of one editorship, my
own, and the beginning of another, that of my successor, Steven
Bedell.
.
If h l'f .
In more than one sense, it comes ~s a rel.ief..Fo~ myse , t ~ 1 ting
of the burden of responsibility for this pubhcat1on 1s welcome indeed.
For others. who have perhaps found fault with the News in the past
year in some way or other, my departure is also cause for~elebrat1on.
Yet I, at least, feel a tinge of sadness as I writetheseclosmg word.s. I
will miss the excitement, the occasional controversy, and the feehng
of accomplishment that has always accompanied the News' production, and I can't but realistically think that this year's staff has placed
its mark o·n this newspaper.
We have chosen to concentrate, I think, on the News'format-its
layout, its readability, its eye appeal. In this way (and als~ by ridding
the paper of the majority of typogr~phical errors),,~ believe tha~ we
have been able to give the News a bit of respectab1/1ty and certainly
more credibilitv. We hope and feel that our news coverage has, for the
most part, reflected intelligence, objectivity and sensitivity to the
current scene; that our features and columns have been marked by
imagination and insight.
·
The News this year has been gifted with a remarkably hardworking staff. Though it would be impossible to mention everyone,
certain faces do stand out: Ron Cserbak, Shannon Flynn, Deborah
Gaston and Rita Schoenfeld, each an excellent reporter; Don
Barker.' Bob Stegmoyer, and Joyce Schreiber, for th~ir work o.n
produ~tion; Pat Sayres, Tom Petre, and John Stevie, for their
photographic work; Ruth Schay, Pat ~iegert, Anne. Gor~o~, and
Barb Gardner of Reporter Typographies and Charhe Bnckmg of
Feicke Offset for their work in typesetting and printing the News
respectively; Jack Jeffre as the News' business manager and Jim
Cahill, for his work as faculty advisor.
There are others equally difficult to forget. Larry Sheehe has done
an excellent job, first as a reporter and more recently as a News
columnist. News columnist Tom Flynn is, I am convinced, a creative
genius, albeit a maniacal one. Carol Jacober has tirelessly graced the
News with her distinctive artwork. The greatest note of thanks should
rightfully go to the editors: Anita Buck, for arts; Richard Laginess
and Paul Ranieri, for their contributions throughout the year; and
finally, Tom Usher, for his always dependable and.always Usher-like
coverage of sports.
Yet I am indebted to Mary Henkel, this year's managing editor,
more than to anyone else. She has worked on the News with an energy
and intensity that often surpassed my own. As a woman-as an intelligent person-she has given to me and tot he News as well, a sense
of humor; a sense of depth; a sense of conscience. She somehow
towers above this institution and its' pettiness.
·
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A Dear John Letter
By. ..f

Qm

Flynn

Dear John:
Listen, 0 glorious editor, if you want a submission from me this week you'd better get
down here and pick me up, 'cause I'm flat
broke. I won't bore you with the details of how
I found myself penniless in southeastern Ohio
over the weekend, but a few of my experiences
may be worth a column some ~ay, so here
goes.
As I was thumbing down Ohio Route 218
several miles north of Huntington, W. Va., i
was picked up by a seedy old farmer in a beatup old truck. The second he skidded to a halt
in the berm, I knew I was in trouble: these two
big dogs were looking at me over the tailgate,
which carried a sign reading I BRAKE FOR·
ANIMALS. Now you know what a human
chauvinist pig I am, John. I accelerate for
animals! I hate the crummy, fuzzy little things,
fouling our sidewalks, carrying disease,
breeding like rabbits (in fact, some of them are
rabbits), eating our food, breathing our air...
I digress. The old codger told me to get in,
· and my feet hurt. So with a pinch of reluctance, a shot of trepidation, and a small
American Tourister two-suiter, I climbed into
the cab-which looked as though the art director for The Waltons had rejected it for being
too "countryfied." A faded blue sticker on the
'dashboard read BAN HUNTERS, a thriving

etters

colony of gerbils swarmed around my feet,' it'!" He leaned close· to me. "Air pollution!".
and on the rear view mirror-where mosf'J>eo"But the lemmings have been killing
ple might tie a pair of baby shoes-there hung themselves for thousands of years. It was
a color portrait of Euell Gibbons.
recorded in the time of Alexander the Great," I
I knew it. I was riding with a wild hickory
objected.
nut.
''Them lemmings are smarter'n anybody
"Howdy, I'm Harrison Ziegtleitzer," he said
gives 'em credit for," he told me. "They knew
in advance!"
personably. After I had introduced myself, he
said, "College man, huh? Here, sign these." He
Well, John, by then we were at his house, so
thrust a sheaf of petitions under my nose. "As
Ziegfleitzer.pulled over and insisted on showyou can no doubt see, I am an audubon."
ing me his family. He told me proudly that he
"Oh, that's too bad," I sympathized. "It
and his wife had Stopped At Two in light of
must be tough, having to get those blood
the world population crisis. Unfortunately,
transfusions every_ month, and-"
besides he and his wife and Lori and Shawn
the kids, the family also included fou;
"An audubon, boy, an audubon! I'm an
animal lover! Oh, just read the petitions."
mongrels (Lassie, Rover, Fido, and
The first onewasasimpleSTOPTHE RED
Throckmorton), who barked lovably; five cats
RIVER DAM petition; I signed it "Howard
(Countess, Empress, Sleekness, Princess, and
Hughes" and plodded onward. The next one
Loch Ness), who mewed politely; two green
was addressed to the manufacturers of fur
birds (Beatrice and Sebastian), who chirped
coats and alligator handbags, demanding that
pleasantly; an African wombat (Wilberforce),
they return their raw material to the rightful
who did whatever it is that wombats do (it was
owners. Deeming that one somewhat impracpretty disgusting); a bullfrog (Fred), who
tical, I left it unsigned and moved on. The
didn't do a heck of a lot; and a prize pure bread
third petition was purely of local interest: it
Hound (Baskerville), who sighted the
seemed that a Mr. Wilbur Horsetrotter was in
mailman approaching, pointed, and sprang.
jail awaiting trial after an incident on the Ohio
I have to admit, Baskerville was well trainRiver bridge at Huntington. According to the
ed. The screaming ·was over in only seconds,
petition, Mr. Horsetrotter had been driving
and whe·n he came in with the mail, it was
his panel truck across the bridge when he was
hardly soiled. Ziegfleitzer disposed of it in
humanely obligated to swerve into the other
short order. "American Cancer Society, out.
March of Dimes, out: Save the Children
lane to avoid hitting a family of rare Tennessee
woodchucks. The petition further alleged that
Federation, out. Oh, it finally came! Wilma,
looky here!"
Mr. Horsetrotter's arrest and prosecution
The circular that caught his eye was from
after this incident were the work of pressure
groups, foremost among those cited being
United Insurrection for Animals, Inc., an outfit that wanted money to finance a march on
made up of parents of the children riding in the
Washington to protest the artificial induceschool bus that H orsetrotter had forced off the
ment of fatal diseases into experimental
bridge. "What happened, he didn't see the
bus?" I asked.
animals at a small lab near Troy, New York.
Ziegfleitzer was gung-ho on it, but I tried to be
"Sure, he saw it," Ziegfleitzer said. "But
the voice of reason anyway. "What kind of
heck, the Tennessee woodchuck is on the Endangered Species List! Oh, we're gettin' close · research was it?" I asked.
to Thivener, Ohio, where I live. 'Fore l·let you
"Oh, I dunno. Something about finally finoff, how'd you like to join S.P.L.A.T?"
ding a cure for lukemia. But heck, they killed
"SPLAT?'' I said innocently.
close to forty dogs and cats! Wilma, put 'em up
for $!00."
"Yeah, SPLAT. It stands for Suicide
I ask you, John, can you believe it? Here it is
Prevention for Lemmings Association of
1975-Ford's in the White House, the
Thivener. You know what lemmings are,
economy is a shambles, the world is gearing up
don'tcha? They're them furry little rodents
for ten years of war with the Arabs, the space
what live over in Europe. Every coupla years,
program is almost done for-and the most immillions of 'em just commit suicide by walking
portant thing Harrison Ziegfleitzer can find to
out into the ocean. An' you know why they do

Pinball expert
offers some
... phUosophy
Regarding Richard Burke's article, "Pinball-The Game You Never
Win," I wish ·to set the record
straight.
First of all, truck drivers do not
make up the majority of players and
furthermore, have not-since the early'
l960's.
Although the origin of pinball is
lost in antiquity, the frenzied ball ac-

worry about is animals! At long last, I asked
him, ... Mr. Ziegtleitzer, with all the people
problems facing us today, why do you concern
yourself so totally with animals?"
"They're warm and fuzzy and they give us
love," he said. "Also, they're our fellow
creatures, and I don't believe we should harm
our fellow creatures." He slapped a fly off his
shoulder and asked his wife to pick up some
mousetraps on her next shopping expedition.
That man had a set of mental blocks the size of
Carew Tower.
"Mr. Ziegfleitzer," I said in desperation, "do
you realize that Americans own and maintain
over one hur1dred million dogs and cats, three
hundred and fifty million fish, twenty-two
million birds, and eight million horses as pets,
not counting useful animals like seeing-eye
and K-9 dogs, lab specimens and show horses?
Do you realize that although we Americans
have achieved virtual ZPG for humans, our
dogs and cats reproduce at the rate of 3000 per
hour? Do you realize that America spends six
times more on feeding pets than on feeding
babies, and that the amount of food we lavish
on our superfluous animals could end starva,tion for more thana third of the hungry people
in the world? Do you realize thatT'
·
"Yep," he said.
"What do you think of it?"
"I think it's purty wonderful," he said. "All
those Americans, bestowin' ·an that love on
lesser creatures, doin' their Christian duty by
the critters with whom they share this here
Earth."
I couldn't give up. "But if you enjoy doing
your duty by your fellow Earthlings, why are
you starving millions of Asians in order to
support a bunch of dumb animals?"
Mr. Ziegfleitzer tossed a ball of yarn at
Countess and said, "Never could stand the
chinks. Slanty-eyed little con-men, all like
Charlie Chan. Can't trust 'em ... catch the ball,
Countess. Nice kitty, nice kitty ... "
-John, if you want to send someone to get
~e, I'm at the Holiday Inn in Gallipolis, earmng my keep writing advertising copy for
them. Bring me back to Cincinnati, quick-I
need the comforting close.ness of brick and
concrete to reassure me that huma·n intelligence is at work somewhere. I'm going
birdseed down here!
-Signed, OUR MAN FLYNN

tion, terminal suspense and fantasy
of the game remains solidly contemporary.
Marshall McLuhan, in
Understanding Media wrote,
"Games are a sort of artificial
I would like to reply to Dennis
Moller's letter which appeared in last
paradise ... by which we interpret and week's XU New.~.
complete the meaning of our daily · W
lives." Pinball offers adventure in the
hen I was elected in April, 1974,
to the Student Senate, the students
of Brockman, Husman, Kuhlman,
civilized, modern world.
Enclosed is a picture of the and Marion, as well as commuters,
greatest classic pinball of all times- voted in the election. Therefore Rich
"Bally" Fireball. I am available for Russo does not solely represent
talks to groups ofany size on history, students of Brockman first floor.
To clarify a misstatement of facts:
merits, and psychology of pinball.
J. Kelly Flynn 1 d'
J&J Distributors, Inc..
id attend the special meeting with
Dave Tom, Director of 1:1 ousing and

Russo responds
to criticism

Rod Shearer, VP and Dean of Student Development, on the subject of
the Dorm wide search initiated in
Brockman Hall.
I was very concerned on this
matter and took the time and effort
to make sure the students rights were
clarified.
I beliefe that in order for me to do
a responsible and effective job as a
Student Senator I have to go out and
communicate with a variety of
students . For this reason, I can
not say I represent Brockman first
floor. I try to represent more than
one interest group on campus.
Rich Russo
Student
.
.Senator
....
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BECAUSE
THE BIGGEST DIAMOND
DOESN'T MEAN ITS THE BEST
Quality, not quantity, is the most important factor •
in a diamond. An exquisite diamond
must be cut to precise proportions to release
the greatest brilliance or "fire." We'll show you how
to select the finest value to fit your
finances. And whether you buy a large or
small diamond from us, it will be the best.
2 carat only $999 only $395
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RICI Streit

Clnclnn1tl, Ohio

tel: 621·0704

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED
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Remember the lilies of the Bible? They toiled not. Neither did
they spin. As Dominican Sisters of the Sick Poor we toil for the
young as well as.the old, for the acute.as well. as the cronically
iff and we care not for their race or religion for all are of the
'kingdom of God. Our feet carry us along busy_ streets, up and
down tenement stairs, in and out of homes where illness, ignorance, discouragement and despair are sometimes permanent
guests. Nursing, counseling, helping to keep families together
in their homes as one
·
loving unit.
bom1nian s1steRS o~ the sick POOR
Our Mission is to the
2335 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219
poor, but to a special
Dear Sister,
I would like to know more about the opportunities you
category of the poor:
offer for sharing in your work. I understand there is no
obi igation .
the sick. There are
many ways for you to
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
serve the poor and the
sick. We welcome you
C i t y - - - - - - - - State _ _ _ Zip _ __
to ... "Come and· see."
Telephone----------

r-------------------------
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News
from page 1
tdt:phnnc surwy of undcrgraduatc.
non-senior dorm .st udcnts to see if
there will he a high rate of dropouts
~1r transfers at the end of this term
among nut-of-town students. Forty
students wcre askcd whct hcr they
plan to return to Xavi.:r ne.\t fall.
Thirty-three rcsponckd in the affirmativc. five were uncertain. and'two
said no.
Dcs-pite the economic hard times.
only one out of the seven who are not
or may not he returning claimed
money as the reason. One person
whom we contacted said she was not
returning because she wished to
work. An undecided coed stated that
·she was thinking of changing herrnajor to one that Xai ver did not offer.
One stated "personal reasons." .
The other three Xavier students
found faults in the atmosphere at
XU. A Brockman Hall freshman is
undecided about returning because,
" ... the location: there are no places
around campus to go to." He also
stated he was disturbed by the rules
in the dorms. "Visitation hours," he
stated. "that's a lot of shit. That's
pretty bad."
Another freshman from
Brockman Hall who is not returning
in the fall complained that XU is
"Not good academically in the arts
and sciences. The campus is bigoted
and politically conservative." Still
another Freshman who is uncertain
disliked the atmosphere in· the
classroom. "The teachers expect you
to listen and absorb; no teacher so
far has challenged me to think
creatively or challenge anything.
This place is too straight, to square,
too Jesuit. For the money I'm paying
I think I could get a better education."
Rev. Orrin T. Wheeler, Xavier
Registrar. admitted the strong
possibility of a small drop in enrollment in the Day-Undergraduate

dh·ision next war. Currentlv there
arc thirt\' less ;tpplications a~ceptcd
than at ti1is time last year. Yet due to
the fact that it is not as hard to get
accepted at a college now as six or
se1·cn wars ago. this number is
regard~d as a more solid figure.
Fewer students are applying to a
greater number ol'·collegcs.
As of a week ago. 448 Freshmen
were approved for admission to
Xavier. Last year 389 showed up out
M about 500 applicants accepted.
Last year 360 students graduated
from the Undergraduate-Day division. This year 357 expect to
graduate.

Xavier
.from page 1

Breen Lodge Educational Resource
and Women's Center. and was
organi1ed by Mary Henkel. who is
also participating in the course. She·
feels that "first of all. it is good exer~
cisc. Secondly. I li\'e in a dangerous
neighborhood and it's important to
know that even anger and a
belligerent response. plus the self
Jcfcnse techniques arc helpful. It's
mostly a psych-up."
Kar.:n Grav. a senior on leave of
absence. also ~i1rolled because of the
exercise hut has since then begun to
"feel more confident with using my
strength and body.. Girls. unlike
little hoys. arc never taug.ht to defend thcmselvcs---because it's
'unladylike.' I think it's great that
Linda is teaching women things that
thcy'vc never learned before.''

Election
from page 1

who freezes when he's attacked.
Judo and Karate arc sports and they
do not teach women to get nasty if
they need to." she says.
procedures. times, and voting places
Linda emphasizes the fact that the for the campaign and election will be
women arc learning important set later. Procedures will be subject
"defensive skills; I'm not training to very specific rulr; with no excepkillers." The women learn from tions allowed. Shaffery was apwomen police officers "victim . proved, I 3-0-1.
responsibility;" when to use what.
Food Week (ending tonight) came
The course is covered in 10 under fire for its concepts and
sessions. Linda considers the eighth methods of obtaining financing. The
session the most exciting. That night symposium is an attempt to analyze
the women practice their defense nutrition, eating habits, and the
skills on men. This lession is the tur- national-international food situaning point in the course, after which tion. The Student Financial Board,
the women realize that they can at the request of the Campus Ac"move around bodies much larger tivities Board, gave $1800 to the
than their own." This confidence is group of "interested and concerned
the primary goal of the course. The students" who organized the project.
self-defense course is sponsored by President McCaffrev. to avoid the

constitutional requirement of Senate
approval of Discretionary Fund
allocations above$ IOO, gave $100 to
the Food Week committee and
another $IOO to the Speakers Committee for the project. The SFB has
yet to present its mandatory budget
report to Senate.
John Getz, faculty advisor to the
organizers, said that the speakersmost notably Sen. Richard Clark
(D-Iow',<1) tonight-were only heing
repaid for expenses. Posters ·&
brochures ran $400. with the
remainder going for displays, travel
fees, and wider publicity. Jack Diamond and Beth Younger argued that
the program offered relevance at a
low price. John Woolard argued for
direct help for the poor.
In other business, a letter to the
·appropriate officials urging a change
in class attendance rules was discussed. Currently, students are allowed
unexcused absences up to twice the
number of class meetings per week.
The proposal is a reduction in required attendance, with optional
attendance for those with over 12
hours completed. The letter was endorsed, I3- 1-0.
A new Film Committee 'constitution was also discussed. Five officers
will be named; a long-term, set
schedule of films will be made. The
constit uiion was ratified, I 2-0-2.

·Europe
from page 1
and of acquiring 12-14 undergraduate credits (or 6 hours
graduate credit),

Because they have covered nearly
a semester's material, they then have
theadded option of staying on in Europe through the first semester of the
following year or of returning to the
U.S. (and possibly taking advantage
of a better job market in the fall than
in the summer glut of joq-sceking
collegians).
Cost of the program is $1500; approximately ten grants of up to $250
per student may be available
however. if the fifteen-student
minimum enrollment is attained by
the June 5 deadline. These grants
have been promised to Dr. Beige! by
the Austrian government, provided
that he fill the quota of fifteen
students. With seven students admitted to date, three more con~idering the program, and thus five
to eight spots to fill, Dr. Beigcl is
eager to· inform students about the
advantages of the summer study
program.
No knowledge of the German
language is required; students may
take beginning German .in Strobl
and have the advantage of developing their knowledge of the language
where it is spoken; intermediate and
advanced courses.are also available.
This international school is
situated on the shore of large Lake
St. Wolfgang, 25 miles from Salzburg. Students receive tickets to two
performances of the world-famous
Salzburg Festival. The basic cost of
$1500 also covers registration, tuition, room and board, round-trip air
fare from New York to Strobl (with
special arrangements for round-trip
Cincinnati-New York fare for just
$50 more).

The Hudepohl Brewing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Th• . . , ... 19 I Ir• cl•lillecl Mellon
•••Hable to •lud9nl1, faculty, and lt81f of >Cavi•r
Uni•••lty. Ad11hould not•xc99d tw911tyword1
and muat btaubmMl9d In writing •I the Unlv••lty C9'1ter lnform•tion D•k c/o Th• Becll , ...
no lat• tll11n th• Sunday preceding publication.
Sorry, no ad will b• repnt9d uni"' r•ubmitt9d.
II \:>; rED: One honest Person. Apply at Bellarmine,
Pied Piper. !·Kuhlman. or Student Senate.

~ill.'l.'n.

I> Onofrey: Please write in EngJish. Non·Philmophy,
I ng(i,h. Or H.A.B. major.

\\ ·\'.': rED: Sailors for XU Intramural program.
No experience necessary.
I 111 lurthcr info contact Deanne Kendrick. 745·3269,
\hJ..1.' Bognar. 242·2212 or any member of the Sailing
t'lnh.

"'·II urdays at Cowan Lake.

·-·""-~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ill ·\THERMAN:

Please bring rain for Family
\\1.'1.'kcnd. An admirer.

ALIVE? - We offer a one-year opportunity to come Alive. Live and work
among the sick and poor people in
America. Share education and talents.
Learn from community and cultural
experiences. Develop philosophy of
Service. Live on stipend. Challenged?
Write: Sister Monica, 2335 Fairview
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219.

HASSAN MOTORS. INC.
3813 MONTGOMERY ROAD
CINCINNATI, OHIO 4!5212

531-5500

10% OFF
on all service and parts to :
X.U. students and faculty:
with identification cards.
1
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